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The agent for
change
“Change is the only constant”
The generation has changed, the human mind has 
changed, millennials are charged with creativity. They 
want to explore, they want to experiment, there is no fear 
of failure, they want to tread the road seldom travelled. 
And often that is the road to be on. They work for play 
and not pay alone. It is often the agent of change that 
must be welcomed.

Atmosphere strives to be that agent!
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DESKS &
WORKSTATIONS
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Disrupt

Let your workspace be a boiling bowl of soup kindling 
with all kinds of flavors. Let the combined fragrance of 
these flavors come up with newer recipes to dazzle the 
world with. We at atmosphere keep this  in mind and 
create solutions for the new age office that allows this 
symbiosis and creates the next disruption for your 
company.

“The human mind is designed to reason 
and for the same reason. It is the only 
one which can see reason.”
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CIRRO

CLEAN LINES
ERGONOMIC FRAME

Conceptual, Intentional and Adaptable - The Cirro 
series perfectly encapsulates the idea of modern office 
spaces. The flexible bench desks open up the office 
space making it more imaginative and enables the 
fostering people’s productivity.
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The muted colour palette provides a perfect complement to 

shape the carving of the desking furniture. The colour also 

speaks of power in the workplace, making it the perfect 

choice for those who taste the meaning of life.
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Model D10-01

Model D10-02

White Black

Steel Foot / Steel Frame 

Grey

CIRRO

Steel Foot / Steel Frame 

White Black Grey
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Model D10-10

White Black

Steel Foot/ Steel Frame 

Grey

CIRRO
The compact product design not only provides 
free movement of people but also helps to 
maximize space. The careful selection of simple 
and concise accessories is reflective of our 
understanding of the development trend of the 
product. 
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Model D10-08

White Black

Steel Foot/ Steel Frame 

Grey

CIRRO
Technological advances are here to stay. Each 
of our production steps is in line with the latest 
technology trends to ensure improved product 
quality for the offices to look a lot more pleasant, 
captivating and comfortable.



CIRRO
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Model D10-09

White Black

Steel Foot/ Steel Frame 

Grey

Our thoughtful workmanship combined with 
the latest technology trends has secured us a 
solid position in this industry. We aim for 
furniture series that results in more space to 
accommodate more employees per square 
feet area.
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Model D10-13

Model D10-13

White Black

Steel Foot / Steel Frame 

Grey

Steel Foot / Steel Frame 

White Black Grey

CIRRO

The unique and immaculately designed products line creates 

a comfortable and conducive work environment that is sure to 

enhance an employee’s productivity at workplace



The Cirro series presents not an office desk but a piece of 
sophistication that is sure to improve your professional life. 
The series aims to give a user experience that focuses on 
practicality and optimum space utilisation. These desks are 
sure to help you achieve a high level of focus and 
productivity.
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CIRRO



+91-85031 52777

nilesh@effl.in

Redbrick, Kaledonia, 1st Floor, Sahar Rd, 
Andheri East, Mumbai, Maharashtra 
400069

atmosphere.work

So you know 
where to find us!
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Thank You


